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Abstract 
Enhanced Gas Recovery by injecting CO2 is one of the efficient scenarios to accelerate gas production if the 
excessive mixing can be avoided in the process of CO2-CH4 displacement. A laboratory investigation was presented 
to describe the detailed CO2-CH4 displacement and analyze CO2 dispersion into CH4 in the sand pack for pressure of 
10-14 MPa at 40 ć with the CO2 injection rate of 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 ml/min. And the displacement process was 
scanned by an X-ray micro-CT scanner. The results of CT scan images were consistent with the breakthrough profile 
obtained from outlet gas composition analysis. The dispersion coefficient is in the range from 4.478h10-7 to 9.898h
10-7 mm2/s and it increase with interstitial velocity of CO2 and decrease with pressure. The dispersivity of BZ04 sand 
pack is calculated as 0.0054 m. 
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1. Introduction 
More extreme weather shocks are widely considered being caused by CO2 concentrations heading up, 
consequently, CO2 sequestration attracts more attention as one of great alternatives to reduce CO2 emission. 
CO2 Sequestration with Enhanced Gas Recovery is expected to have advantages to maintain the reservoir 
pressure, to increase sweep efficiency and thus to improve production. Oldenburg et al. [1] analyzed the 
physical properties difference between CH4 and CO2 and supposed that the property of CO2, much denser 
than CH4, is beneficial to avoid premature CO2 breakthrough and excessive mixing. Whereafter, CO2 
dispersion was considered in the simulation of other scholars (Jikich et al. [2], Feng et al. [3]), and it’s 
confirmed that the mixing really existed and the dispersion coefficient was a key parameter to simulation. 
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Mamora and Seo [4] conducted the experimental study of injecting CO2 through a dry 305 mm 
carbonate core saturated with CH4 horizontally, and analyzed the displacement mechanism and the 
dispersion coefficient of CO2, about 0.01-0.12 cm2/min. Hughes et al. [5] focused on CO2-CH4 dispersion 
and the rock dispersivity with considering the effects of entrance/exit and gravitation. Furthermore, they 
analysed the dispersivity which is the key property of core in reservoir simulation. However, the 
visualization study of CO2-CH4 displacement is rare. So we conduct the experiment in sand pack coreflood 
vertically to explore the CO2-CH4 displacement and analyse the dispersion of CO2 in CH4. 
2. Experimental Apparatus 
The experimental apparatus is composed of five main parts, the injection system, sand pack coreflood, 
X-ray CT scanner, production system and the data acquisition system, shown as Fig. 1. The CH4 and CO2 
were supplied by Dalian Special Gas Industry Company at purities greater than 0.999 mole fraction. 
 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of CO2-CH4 displacement core flooding experiment apparatus 
The injection system consists of two sets of high-precision syringe pump (Teledyne ISCO 260D), one 
for CH4 and the other for CO2, connected with Julabo thermostat bath to keep the temperature at desired 
level precisely. Two types of core plug were packed tightly with soda glass beads model of BZ08 
(diameter 0.710̚0.990 mm) and BZ04 (diameter 0.350̚0.500 mm) supplied by AS ONE Corporation 
in an aluminum coreflood cell with 150 mm long and inner diameter of 15 mm, after the glass beads were 
initially cleaned with deionized water and dried over 400 min at 120 ć. The coreflood cell was wrapped 
with graphite heater band to control the temperature. The cell was vertically placed on the object stage of 
X-ray micro-CT scanner (InspeXio SMX-225CT). The back pressure was controlled by backpressure 
regulator (JASCO BP-2080-M) accurately. After that, the volume and composition of produced gas were 
measured with a flow meter (Bronkhorst High-Tech BV) and gas chromatograph (Techecomp GC7900), 
respectively. Two pressure transducers (Nagano Company), one at the inlet of core, and the other before 
the valve V3, and a differential pressure transducer (Rosemount 3051CD) were used to monitor the 
pressure in the core flood. The temperature and pressure is recorded per 100ms by data logger in a PC.  
3. Results and Discussion 
The breakthrough profiles (Fig.2 (a)) were obtained by CO2 concentration in produced gas versus time, 
and dispersion coefficient and diffusion coefficient of CO2 were calculated (Table. 1). The dispersion 
coefficient can be described by the one-dimensional advective-dispersion (AD) equation as follows: 
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where C is the CO2 concentration on x at time t, Kl is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient and um is the 
mean interstitial velocity. A matlab program based on Eq.1 was established to obtain the dispersion 
coefficient. The diffusion coefficients were calculated by the function as follows [5]: 
13 11 1.75( 4.3844 10 8.5440 10 )p TD
p
  u  u                                                                                                (2) 
where D (m2/s) is the molecular diffusion coefficient at temperature T (K) and pressure p (MPa).  
Table. 1 Dispersion coefficients and diffusion coefficient of CO2-CH4 displacement (porosity obtained from CT scanning) 
T 
(ć) case  glass beads porosity 
P 
 (MPa) 
Q 
(ml/min) 
um 
(10-4m/s) 
Kl 
(10-7m2/s) 
D 
(10-7m2/s) 
CH4 production at CO2 
breakthrough (% OGIP) 
40 
1 BZ04 0.344 10 0.4 1.097 8.087 1.889 62.1 
2 BZ04 0.344 12 0.4 1.097 7.535 1.558 64.7 
3 BZ04 0.344 14 0.4 1.097 5.983 1.320 66.6 
4 BZ04 0.344 10 0.2 0.548 4.478 1.889 54.3 
5 BZ04 0.344 10 0.3 0.823 5.582 1.889 65.9 
6 BZ08 0.367 10 0.4 1.028 9.898 1.889 62.5 
As presented in Fig.2 (a)(b), the slope of breakthrough profiles become larger obviously with CO2 
injection rate, meanwhile the dispersion coefficient grow up. Pressure increase has lesser effect on the 
breakthrough profiles, but CH4 recovery at CO2 breakthrough rise up and the dispersion coefficients 
behave completely opposite. By comparing case 1 and case 6, it can be found that bigger grain size with 
larger porosity and permeability accelerates the dispersion. 
 
Fig.2 (a) Breakthrough profiles. The dashed lines are best fit line according to Eq.1; (b) Dispersion coefficient and 
CH4 recovery change with pressure at the same interstitial velocity (red triangle) and with interstitial velocity at the 
same pressure (blue circle); (c) The ratio of dispersion coefficient to molecular coefficient is a function of core 
interstitial velocity as Eq.3, and the sand pack core dispersivity is 0.0054 m. 
The dispersivity of sand pack core is calculated by the function as follows: 
1 nl mK u
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                                                                                                                                              (3) 
where n is an empirical exponent and commonly set to 1 [6], α and τ are dispersivity and tortuosity which 
is commonly equal as 2 1.4W | |  for packed granular material [7].  
Eq.3 can work when the medium Peclet number is bigger than 0.04 [5]. The value of sand pack is larger 
than 0.3, so the equation can be used in our research. Fig.2. (c) shows that the dispersion coefficient to 
diffusion coefficient ratio changes with the ratio of the mean interstitial velocity to diffusion, and the solid 
line of α=0.0054 m is the best fit to experimental data. The dispersivity of sandstone core measured by 
Hughes et al. [5] is in the range of 0.0001 m and 0.0025 m. Our result is much bigger mainly because the 
porosity and permeability of sand pack is much larger than the actual core. 
As shown in Fig.3, the CT scan images of case 4 presents that CH4 is displaced by CO2, which is 
consistent with breakthrough profile without regard to the time caused by pipes before and after the core. 
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Fig.3 (a) CT scan images of the same cross-section versus time after injecting CO2(light green) into the sand pack core ( white, red, 
yellow) to displace CH4 (blue, dark); (b) color scale is set based on gray level. 
4. Conclusions 
An experimental apparatus was established to study the displacement and dispersion of CO2-CH4 in the 
sand pack coreflood using X-ray micro-CT. The CO2 dispersion coefficients calculated from breakthrough 
profiles, and the slope of breakthrough profiles increased with the injection rate. And the breakthrough 
profile was verified by the CT scan images. The high pressure can weaken the dispersion of CO2 at the 
process of displacement, but larger porosity and permeability enlarge the dispersion, conversely. The 
dispersivity of BZ04 sand pack core was measured nearly as 0.0054 m, bigger than that of actual core, 
mainly because of the larger porosity and permeability of sand pack. Future work will focus on correlation 
of dispersion coefficient or dispersivity and porosity/permeability of other compact core packed with the 
fine sand of smaller grain size or the actual core with X-ray CT. 
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